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The Roc Holiday Village Winter Greenhouse
project was a new and successful dining concept in
Rochester, NY that offered an intimate and safe
dining experience during the pandemic.
Each greenhouse was operated by the restaurant
where it was located.
The project was part of the City of Rochester’s
Jumpstarting ROC reopening plan and was
managed by Roc Holiday Village.
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The Greenhouses
25 greenhouses, sourced by Roc Holiday Village, were
constructed at the McCarthy Tents & Events warehouse
in Henrietta, then delivered and installed at each
restaurant in early February.
❄

Each greenhouse measures 8-feet high by
8-feet wide and is made with aluminum
framing and clear crystal polycarbonate
built to withstand snow and wind.

❄

Restaurants were responsible for heating,
electricity, furnishing and outﬁtting the
greenhouses.

❄

Capacity was from two to ten people in
accordance with public health and safety
guidelines.
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The Program
Greenhouses were placed in highly visible locations,
the majority exposed to vehicle and pedestrian
trafﬁc, on private property, a sidewalk, or a portion of
the street from February to May providing restaurants
an opportunity to extend their business space outside
and remain compliant with State coronavirus guidelines.
The greenhouses were distributed around the City of
Rochester, ensuring that each City quadrant was
represented.
The City waived outdoor dining permit fees during the
pandemic and developed a streamlined permitting
process to facilitate a fast and safe opening.
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The Restaurants
More than 20 City of Rochester restaurants selected via a
live online lottery in January received a FREE
greenhouse rental to offer temporary outdoor dining
options during the coronavirus pandemic from February
through May, 2021.

❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄

Branca Midtown (280 E Broad St.)
Brass Lounge (363 East Ave.)
Carroll’s Bar (1768 East Main St.)
Charlotte Tavern (2 River St.)
Condado Bar and Grill (2260 Clifford Ave.)
Dorado (690 Park Ave.)
Dragonﬂy Tavern (725 Park Ave.)
Hose 22 Firehouse Grill (56 Stutson St.)
Jines Restaurant (658 Park Ave.)
Kandis’s (701 Lake Ave.)
Ludwigs Cafe (Gibbs St.)
Magnolia’s Deli & Cafe (366 Park Ave.)
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❄

Main Place Tavern (1899 E Main St.)
Panzari’s Italian Bistro (321 Exchange Blvd.)
Riot Room (350 East Ave.)
Roam Cafe (260 Park Ave.)
Swan Dive (289 Alexander St.)
Tap and Mallet (381 Gregory St.)
Temple Bar & Grill (109 East Ave.)
The Distillery (1142 Mt Hope Ave.)
The Gate House (Village Gate)
The Hideaway (197 Park Ave.)
The Revelry (1290 University Ave.)
Veneto’s Wood Fired Pizza & Pasta (318 East Ave.)
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Positive Restaurant Feedback
“Not only did the introduction of the greenhouse provide Dorado
with some extra attention, it also resulted in the retention of sales via
the increased dining space afforded us!”
“The program was great and it got a lot of people talking. We had
drawings for March and April where each Sunday we gave 2 seatings
12 and 2 with a free drink and $25 towards their meal. It worked out
great!”
“The Greenhouse was a major selling point for guests who were not
comfortable sitting inside. It was also a fun experience for guests,
and drove a lot of social media word of mouth marketing for us.”
“Thank you so much for the opportunity to have the greenhouse
dining experience at The Distillery on Mt. Hope Ave. We had great
response from folks who enjoyed dining ‘out’ this past winter.”
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Positive Restaurant Feedback
“Thank you so much for the opportunity to use the greenhouse. Our
customers enjoyed it!! We appreciate your support of small business.”
“I really enjoyed having the Greenhouse...The people who used it
certainly enjoyed it.”
“I would like to thank you for your support to the hospitality
community in this difﬁcult time. Your contribution has made a
difference in our lives.”
“The Greenhouse we were blessed with has brought us business on
days that we could not have accommodated small parties due to the
CDC guidelines. We are so thankful and appreciative. As it warmed
up a bit many patrons have been requesting to sit in the Greenhouse
and they have all had a very positive experience! Thank you!”
“We appreciate the support the community has given us, it allowed
us to expand out dining options when outside seating wouldn't have
been possible otherwise.”
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Positive Restaurant Feedback
“We are grateful to have the greenhouse and it's been great to use as
an attraction and marketing tool, as well as a way to offer a unique
experience and additional seating, when we are limited still with
Covid-19 guidelines and capacity. Thank you so much for your
generosity!”
“The greenhouse was fantastic through the winter months! Our
guests were happy to have an outdoor space, and we were thrilled to
have an extra table. We’re extremely grateful for the loan.”
“It was the most popular table that we had!”
“Thank you! We appreciate your generosity. Guests loved the
experience!”
“Great program. Loved the promotion and the excitement it created
through the food service industry. Thankful for the all the hands that
went into implementation of the program: City of Rochester, Jenna
being the organizer, McCarthy Tents for installation, and the Fire
Department for inspecting - Hope I did not miss anyone.”
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Positive Restaurant Feedback
“Guests that were not comfortable with dining inside enjoyed the
greenhouse! Thank you for all you did to assist restaurants during
this difﬁcult time.”
“The greenhouse was a great addition to our business given the
limited capacity we have. The promotion we did went over extremely
well and feedback from customers was very positive! Thank you to
the sponsors, we really appreciated it.”
“Thank you so much for allowing us to provide a whole new
experience for our customers. I truly appreciate your generosity.
The success of the greenhouse was the marketing provided for
them.”
“People enjoyed it being there and did create a nice buzz. The guests
who did utilize the space enjoyed it! We are very thankful to have
been included in this program, thank you!”
“The program was inspired, and ﬁnally a fresh idea brought to the
table.”
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Integrated Ad Campaign
1.2+ Million Impressions!

TV/Digital —
224 spots

577K Impressions!
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Radio —
455 commercials

709K Impressions!
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Website Visits
11k+ visitors from Jan - May 2021 / 50%+ increase from Jan - May 2020
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Social Media Marketing
Interest continued to soar with the number of social media followers and engagement on
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
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Media Coverage
❄
❄

Multiple news releases and advisories sent
Widespread coverage across print, online
and broadcast media
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“Hi, I’m Michael
Schwartz, 13WHAM
Good Day Rochester
Morning Feature
Reporter!”
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Partners & Sponsors
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